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Catholic health care ministry – a gift we can’t afford to lose
At the beginning of a new year, I have always stopped to reflect on gifts which are part of my life 
which I can well take for granted.!
These gifts go beyond the personal gifts of life and health, family and friends, they include 
institutions, services, and ministries which not only impact real life, but the lives of countless 
others. Over the next few weeks, I would like to reflect on some of these gifts and what they 
mean to me.!
Over the holidays, I stopped several times in area hospitals to visit people. It became very 
apparent to me that one of the gifts that has touched my life and the lives of so many other 
people has been the gift of Catholic health care ministry.!
Here in the Northwest, Catholic healthcare ministry has been and is a reality because of the 
commitment of religious communities of women who were among the first to establish the 
presence of the church in our area.!
Catholic health care ministry is a gospel ministry because it continues to offer what Jesus did 
centuries ago – "expressing compassion for suffering persons by his words and touch, healing 
the spirit as well as the body, reaching out to family and bystanders." This quotation is taken 
from a marvelous booklet entitled "Catholic Health Care Ministry: A New Vision for a New 
Century."!

The crisis in health care ministry!
However, this same booklet outlines the crisis and the questions which Catholic health care 
ministry is facing today. They range from the acute stress and dramatic transitions taking place 
as a result of health costs and the ongoing search for quality health care to the need for creative 
and committed leadership in light of the dwindling number of members of the clergy and 
religious communities available for health care ministry. And yet, this reality has brought forth 
powerful emerging lay leadership who witness in their lives and their profession to the values of 
the Gospel.!
Sponsorship of healthcare ministries is proving less and less viable for some religious 
congregations and there is the ongoing challenge for Catholic health care institutions to witness 
to Catholic ethical and religious teachings in a pluralistic society.!
Furthermore, we know that the church has become the steward of significant resources through 
Catholic health care institutions and systems on which society has learned to depend. What will 
happen to these resources if it proves impossible to continue to provide Catholic health care 
ministry?!
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Vision for the future!
If we ourselves, or family or friends ever benefitted from Catholic health care ministry, we know it 
is a gift we cannot afford to lose. That is why a vision for the future is so important. The 
Commission on Catholic Healthcare Ministry outlines that vision well by emphasizing the fact 
that the whole community of believers must make a renewed commitment to health care 
ministry. Somehow or other, the local church along with parishes and individuals must make a 
commitment to preserve this precious gift. We must carry our concerns into public policy arenas 
and legislative halls.!
The vision for the future will involve collaboration among all those who share the church’s values 
which include a responsiveness to the needs of the people by especially seeking out the poor 
and needy in our society. "Catholic health care facilities will provide a powerful resource for 
witness, advocacy, and public service, as well as a strong base for outreach and parish-based 
initiatives. They will be noted for their leadership in the application of technology in a humane 
way, for their creativity in the provision of new services for unmet needs, and for their just 
treatment of employees."!
What will shape this vision for the future will be creative and committed leadership which 
involves the deliberate effort "to identify, recruit, prepare and credential professionally talented 
persons who are willing to make a life commitment to the values inherent in Catholic health 
services.” This vision will become a reality through a national commitment to set directions and 
issues and strategies central to the mission of Catholic health care.!
From an extended stay in a Catholic hospital some years ago, to the times when I visit patients 
and families in Catholic health care institutions, I know from personal experience that Catholic 
health care ministry is a gift which makes a difference. May it never be a gift we take for granted 
or we could well lose it. May God's grace and peace be yours.
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